Flag Bunting
Pattern & Tutorial

Materials

(20) 2.5” x 3.5” pattern fabric rectangles
(20) 3.25” x 3.5” solid fabric rectangles
(20) 3.5” x 5.25” solid fabric rectangles
2 yards of cotton lace
3 yards of fabric bias tape
Disappearing marking pen
Rotary cutter
Pins
Fusible bias tape web (if preferred)

Fabric is Backyard Roses by Nadra Ridgeway for Riley Blake Designs

© Nadra Ridgeway
**Step 1:** Print and cut out the pattern. Sew together the 2.5” x 3.5” and 3.25” x 3.5” fabric pieces as shown and press the seam as shown by arrow.

**Step 2:** Cut the lace into (20) 3.75” long strips. Top stitch the lace along the seam line as shown. Trim off excess.

**Step 3:** Transfer the bunting pattern to the wrong side of the sewn piece as shown, using a disappearing marking pen.

**Step 4:** Lay the sewn piece and the 3.5” x 5.25” rectangle right sides together and pin in place.

**Step 5:** Stitch along the line, leaving the top open.

**Step 6:** Trim the seam allowance to 1/8”. Turn right side out and iron flat.

**Step 7:** Push the flags in between the fold of the bias tape, spacing them about 0.75” apart and pin in place (You can also use fusible bias tape web to attach the flags). Make sure to leave about 13” at each end for hanging. Sew along the edge, using a straight or decorative stitch. Voilà, your Flag Bunting is finished!